
New Board Appointment to the RightBridge Ventures Board of Directors 

 

 

Effective 1st of Dec 2020, the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of RightBridge Ventures AB (“RBV”) is 
pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Stefan L (“Mr. Lindeberg” or “Stefan”) as independent 
board member of RBV. 

 

 

Stefan Lindeberg is a well-known profile in the Swedish startup 
and investment community. In a career spanning over 30 
years, he has held senior roles at companies such as IBM, Cisco 
and Microsoft. Most notably, he co-funded Creandum, a major 
Swedish VC fund. He has proven boardroom leadership 
experience from companies such as Edgeware, Transmode and 
Netnod, and in the gaming industry is serving on the board of 
game development studio such as Fatshark and Itatake. 

 
 

“Stefan Lindeberg brings significant expertise to RBV. His drive 
and experience, and the fact that he was one of the factors 
behind the growth of one of Europe’s most successful tech 
investment companies, Creandum, will play a decisive role in 
the development of RBV ways of working to become a leading 
esport and gaming investment firm”, says Carlos Barrios, CEO 
of RightBridge Ventures AB. 

 

 

 

“I’m very thrilled to join the Board of RightBridge Ventures,” commented Mr. Lindeberg. “RightBridge 
Ventures is the first European esport and gaming venture capital firm to focus on esport and gaming 
as socio – economic platform of the 21st century. That focus, together with RBV listing roadmap, 
broadens up the access to the returns of the esport and gaming industry’s tremendous growth.” 

 

ABOUT RightBridge Ventures AB 

RightBridge Ventures is an investment firm focused on esport and gaming. RightBridge Ventures intends to become a listed 
vehicle that offers the possibility to invest in the global size and growth of the gaming and eSport markets and in the 
innovative entrepreneurship of Scandinavian scale - ups. 

RightBridge intends to deliver top quartile results to RightBridge shareholders and contribute to shape the gaming and esport 
industries. For more information visit www.rightbridge.se or please contact: 

Johan Rooth, Chairman at Johan.rooth@abelco.se 

Carlos Barrios, CEO at carlos.barrios@rightbridge.se 

 

Stefan Lindeberg 


